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Introduction: 

JCYCN and Nepalhilfe B.H Germany e.V, has partnership since 2015 in different activities for 
creating environment to have access to school for underprivileged children in Nepal. And, since 
2018 JCYCN is implementing the Income Generation Project in ward 6 of Devchuli 
Municipality of Nawalpur District with the support of Nepalhilfe B.H Germany. In the ward no 
6, there are 160 households with living homogenous community of Magar Community. And this 
place is badly affected by the 2015 earthquake. Since the project started, JCYCN and Nepalhilfe 
BH Germany supporting 45 families with proving two goats to each families as well as 
conducting different health and hygiene training also sharing the micro credit knowledge for 
savings.  

The team of Nepalhilfe BH Germany has visited Nepal for monitoring and discussion on 16-20 
April 2019. During the visit following activities were conducted  

Team of the visitors from Nepalhilfe BH Germany  

1. Ms. Ingrid Baur- President of Nepalhilfe BH Germany 

2. Mr. Tilo Baur- Member of Nepalhilfe BG Germany  

3. Dr. Wilfried Mödinger- Member of Nepalhilfe BH Germany  

4. Ms. Manuela-Supporter of Nepalhilfe BH Germany  

5. Mr. Warner Dulsen- Member of Nepalhilfe BH Germany  

6. Ms. Brigittee- Supporter of Nepalhilfe BH Germany  

Proceedings of the Visit:  

16April2019 

On the 16th April 2019, the team of 
Nepalhilfe BH Germany visited JCYCN 
Kathmandu office and discussed on running 
projects and possible future collaborations  

Mr. Tilottam Paudel- President of JCYCN, 
welcomed to the team and then Mr. Deeapk 
Prasad Bashyal, Nepal Project, Focal Person 
Nepalhilfe BH Germany facilitated the 
meeting with sharing the major agendas for 
the further discussion. Ms. Sharddha Verma, 

Coordinator of JCYCN gave her presentation including intro of JCYCN, its interventions, and 
more focusing on Income Generation Projects progress updates. After Ms. Verma’s presentation 
there were small round of project related question/answer session, where Mr. Paudel, Ms. Verma 
and Mr. Bashyal addressed the quires from Nepalhilfe Team on Project and beyond.  



Right after the JCYCN’s presentation there was one presentation from Dr. Prof Willi regarding 
how JCYCN and Nepalhilfe can collaborate in coming days in different aspects.  He mostly 
focused his presentations related to Leadership Training to young people, where they can get 
academic accreditation too. And JCYCN team also got excited to have this collaboration, so 
common understanding developed to work on it, for that Mr. Bashyal appointed to work further 
to materialized the idea.   

After finishing both the presentations and discussion the 
meeting was ended with small celebration of Dr. Prof Willi’s 
birthday at office. During the celebration, Dr. Prof Willi 
contributed 1000Euro to JCYCN from his birthday celebration 
that really inspiring to all of us, and that money directly goes 
to Income Generation Project.  

19 April 2019 

Early morning, Nepalhilfe and JCYCN team hiked to the 
ward no 6, Kritipur IG project implemented location for 
discussing with the community and direct beneficiaries. 
After 1.5hrs hiked team reached to the community and at 
first community people welcomed to the team and formal 
discussion was started.  

During the formal session Mr. Min Bahadur Soti, Ward 
President was facilitated the discussion. At the beginning 
Mr. Tilottam Paudel shared the purpose of the visit and 

requested to community people for sharing experience of goat farming as well as 
challenges/learnings during the goat farming.  

After Tilottam Paudel’s sharing the beneficiaries, shared their experiences with thanking to the 
JCYCN and especial thanks to Nepalhilfe BH Germany team for travelling long way to visit us 
and supporting the community during the hard time.  Also Community people promised to send 
their children to school for their better and quality life. 

At last Ms. Ingrid Baur- President of Nepalhilfe 
BH Germany shared about her experience 
working and supporting community of Nepal 
since 2000. She said that, she really liked the 
Nepali Culture, People, and Scenic Beauty of 
Nepal. She thanked to JCYCN for connecting 
Nepalhilfe with the rural community of Nepal. 
She also requested to the community people for 
sending children to school regularly and care 
about health and hygiene of the house and children. Lastly, she promised for continue support to 
the community as much as possible.  



Later on, the team moved to some of the selected houses to see the progress of the goat. The 
team visited five houses and interacted with households as well as observed the goat shed and 
goats grow. And Dr. Prof Willi made a documentary with having interviewing households.  

Second part of the day, the team hiked back to the town for having interaction with peer 
educators from JCYCN’s Girl Empowerment 
project. The team was visited Sakala Devi 
Secondary School. When the team reached to the 
school the peer educators welcomed to the team 
with singing and dancing with local cultural 
performance. Ms. Regina Gharti Magar, Peer 
Educator of JCYCN Girl Empowerment Project 
hosted the interaction session.  After welcoming 

to the team, Ms. Laxmi Siwakoti, head teacher of School shared about the school’s history and 
progress. And then Ms. Asha BK, Ms. Sapana Paudel and few others shared their experiences 
from Girl’s Empowerment Project. At last Prof. Dr Willi shared about the teaching and learning 
modality in Germany and how can we exchange the youth from two countries to share the 
culture and learnings which can helps for encouraging young people to stay in their own 
community and serving for community.  


